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Women's Studies is .....

Amazing Insight

Protection for Women

Knowledge for Everyone

Live a life which is not discriminatory

Liberating

VtovraT

Don't you think I know
Exactly where I stand

This world is forcing me
To hold your hand
Oh, I'm just a girl,

all pretty and petite
o, don't let me have any rights
Oh...I've had it up to here!
- w s r r Stefrni ".bvst-a GiiXL

Suddenly I see
This is what I wanna be

Suddenly I see
Why the hell it means

so much to me
~K.T Tunstall,

"Suddenly I see"

Realizing that we deserve to have the
same rights (and punishments) as

anyone else regardless of age, sex,
religion, beliefs, disability, or any other

discriminatory act!

Equality of men & women

History of feminine & masculine gender roles — (DISABUSING THE
DEFINITION 0 DOMESTIC ABUSE: HOW WOMEN BATTER MEN &



ZiME IS Linnea Christine Kennedy is a beautiful,
insightful feminist who always brightens the
day of everyone she encounters. She smiles
almost constantly, infecting those around
her with happiness. Women's Studies crept
into her life slowly, and has become the
lens through which she views everything
else. One of her most significant
accomplishments was co-directing this
year's production of The Vagina
Monologues. After graduating from

Chapman this year with a major in Theatre, she will pursue
Women's Studies at the graduate level. She will change the world
someday, most likely by writing a play about feminism in an
attempt to dispel the vicious rumors and inaccuracies that surround
it. Her other hobbies include dating herself, campaigning for social
justice, and Margarita Mondays at Acapulco.

was

u<,ue*jue
Passionate love

Hi! My name is Jennifer, and I am a
feminis t . I realized I was a feminist when
my History 101 professor taught U .S .
history from the perspectives of women and
minorities. I will never forget the
information and lessons I learned in that
class or the other Women's Studies classes.
In fact , I plan to teach what I learned to
others! Next year, I become Ms. Redfern to
a class of elementary school students. I

will include the perspectives and histories of those
often silenced throughout our education. Gender
inequality and disparity existed in the past and
continue to exist today. When asked, "What ' s the
difference between moms and dads?" A second grader
replied, "Moms work at work and work at home, and dads
just go to work at work." I do not want to have to work
in two places, earn less than my male colleagues, have
my opinions ignored, hit a "glass-ceiling," take part in
the beauty myth, be afraid at night, be accused of
"asking for i t ," or have my rights as a woman
threatened. My name is Jennifer, and I am a feminist .
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chael was born a feminist,
ver doubting she could do
erything just as well, if not
better, than the boys.
Surprisingly, she has a

ssion for cooking, cleaning
and small children.

Currently a nanny, Rachael
lans to attend grad school
:or Women's Studies next
jr. In the meantime she will
>ntinue to pursue her other
assions - yoga, great food,
cliff jumping and other

adrenaline rushes,
2W places and new people.
Next up - the Caribbean!

I became a Woman's Studies minor after taking
Women's Realities. I always knew about the
double standard and common roles for men and
women, but I never knew there was a minor that
could help me do something about it. I enjoyed

being able to take classes in political science, sociology, art,
and other areas to learn more about something I care about.
I'm passionate about changing the beauty myth, a global
sisterhood, violence against women, the double standards,
human trafficking, and so much more. I learned about several
different types of feminism that I never knew about. Now, I can
honestly and proudly say, "Yes, I am a feminist."

I like to laugh and try not to
take life too serious. I'm vegan
and straight edge. I like to ride
my bike, bake, read, and blog.
Sharks are my favorite animal,
breakfast is my favorite type of
food, and I meow at cats.
AMD My. MVMtlf*
' —' l« CUNT



I have become exactly who I was meant to be
Extremely independent, happy and so care free
Never knowing what the next day will bring
But always feeling like everything is within my reach

I never regret the choices I make
Standing firmly through my walk of feme
I believe in things that others may doubt
But its all ok because I know how to stand my ground

Issues that society seem to sweep away
Have captured my heart and made my thoughts go into two
different ways.
I've learned to ask when something doesn't feel right
Knowing that women should be given the same rights!
Whether its pornography, or ideals, the workforce, or housework
It seems like the answers are within my coursework

Am I a Feminist?
Oh God I hope so...
To be classified with women I've come to explore
Is only a dream that I wish to uphold
Their experiences and knowledge have expanded my mind
To the point that I know who 1 am inside.

As a women with dignity, pride and respect
My accomplishments and experiences have made me who 1 am today
My freedom to think may cause problems within your grace
"Sisterhood is Forever" as long as women are depicted as second place!

Leticia Dessire Mayorga
Major: English Literature
Minor: Woman Studies

Stephanie Bovis
Major: Communication Studies
Minors: Women Studies, Sociology

I am an international student living primarily in
Taipei, Taiwan. Having lived in countries, both
developed and developing, I have been exposed to
the injustices and oppressions that women all over
the world are facing to this day. I am extremely
interested in uniting women all over the world
(regardless of race, class, age, or upbringing), and
am ambitious to do everything I can in order to
achieve Global Sisterhood. I believe that any womer
who respects themselves and their role in society is
a feminist, and if you tend to ignore the negative
connotations that come with being a "feminist," you
should/need to explore the realm of women studies
and realize once and for all that your role as
"women" is more precious than you think.
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perienced some form of just afcout all of the problems that are encountered on a daily basis for most!
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"The UJomen's Studies

Class of ao\

I am woman, hear me roar
In numbers too big to ignore
And I know too much to go
back an' pretend
'cause I've heard it all before
And I've been down there on
the floor
No one's ever gonna keep
me down again

Oh yes, I am wise
But it's wisdom born of pain
Yes, I've paid the price
But look how much I gained
If I have to,
I can do anything
I am strong (strong)
I am invincible (invincible)
I am woman

-Helen Reddy,
"lam Woman"



Thus began the single greatest realization I have had in my 22 years of living. After
hooking up in a car borrowed from my younger sister, in the beachside parking lot
of a California State Park, with a boy I swore I would not get involved with again...
I had a huge revelation: Eachj»*itiy previo(rs~(feiled) relationships had been
characterized by one thing/ didn 't love myself

[ realized that:
because^ didn't love myself, I got into bad situations with bad people (hence the
hookmg~"up in my little sister's car on a beach at 3am).
because I didn't love myself, I couldn't fully love other people.

So it begged the question: HOW do I fall in love with myself? i^
c?

Answer: / start by dating myself.

Summer 2009, 1 was all over myself. I acted as if 1 was in a relationship with
someone, and this someone was me, I didn't think negative thoughts about myself, I
complimented myself, 1 didn't dredge up old mistakes or past relationships, I did
nice things for myself... / treated myself the way I treat other people, which is with
understanding, compassion and love,

It sounds like a cheesy, Oprah-esque, self help mantra. I give you that. However, I
am not lying when I say that this relationship I began with myself completely
changed my outlook on life, and my opinion of myself.

\ -f\e benefits: ̂ P '

-I felt the happiest I have ever been in my entire life.
-My thinking felt less cluttered; my mind was sharp.
-I developed a better self image.
-I started liking the things about my body I had spent years and years hating on.
-I had more energy.
-I started doing yoga (something I never would have tried before).
-I came. (I got super into masturbation that summer and gave myself an orgasm for
the first time. If that's not treating your significant other well, I don't know what is!)

"Dating myself progressed into being "in a relationship with myself, to finally
loving myself. Give it a try and follow the handy tips on the^ppposite page written
by expert self dater, Rebecca Minton. "
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Ever become so fed up with the whole dating scene/guys
in general, that you wanted to throw your hands up in the

air and say "Screw it! I'm just going to become a
lesbian!"?? Well, a lot of 2na wave feminists felt this way
too, which resulted in what is now referred to as lesbian
feminism , or the belief that lesbianism was the ultimate
way to subvert patriarchy. Jill Johnston was famous for
saying, "All women are lesbians, except for those who
don't know it yet." She was an outspoken, a vivacious

dance critic who wrote for the Village Voice from the late
1960's to the end of the 70's. She was known for her crazy
public antics, one of these being jumping into a pool (fully
clothed) at an expensive feminist fundraiser. Her writing is

free form and flows without punctuation or paragraph
divisions. The best way to experience Jill Johnston is to

watch the documentary "Town Bloody Hall" (dir. D.A.
Pennebaker and Chris Hegedus, 1971). She was asked to

be a panelist for a town hall discussion about women's
liberation, moderated by famed chauvinist Norman Mailer.

JJ saunters onstage in her tatty jeans and denim jacket
littered with pins and buttons, and proceeds to evoke a

complete range of emotions in the audience, from laughter
and raucous applause to outraged cries of "Get off the

stage!" While I don't agree with JJ's epithet that "all
women are lesbians" I do believe that lesbian feminism

makes some very valid points, one of these being that until
women love each other (platonically or sexually) and

support one another- not seeking approval solely from
men- there can be no revolution.

- T
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Awer/can Poet. Essayist. Drama Writer.

Adrienne Rich is well known as a feminist poet who believes in equality for

all. She focuses on the politics of sexuality, race, gender, language, and

power in each of her works. She wanted women to reexamine their lives

and to push the envelope. Today, she is actively involved in gay and lesbian

rights, reproductive freedom., and the New Jewish Agenda. She is still

writing as well about her thoughts on society and social justice.

Living in Sin

She had thought the studio would keep itself;
no dust upon the furniture of love.
Half heresy, to wish the taps less vocal,
the panes relieved of grime. A plate of pears,
a piano with a Persian shawl, a cat
stalking the picturesque amusing mouse
had risen at his urging.
Not that at five each separate stair would writhe
under the milkman's tramp; that morning light
so coldly would delineate the scraps
of last night's cheese and three sepulchral bottles;
that on the kitchen shelf amoong the saucers
a pair of beetle-eyes'would fix her own-
envoy from some village in the moldings...
Meanwhile, he, with a yawn,
sounded a dozen notes upon the keyboard,
declared it out of tune, shrugged at the mirror,
rubbed at his beard, went out for cigarettes;
while she, jeered by the minor demons,
pulled back the sheets and made the bed and found
a towel to dust the table-top,
and let the coffee-pot boil over on the stove.
By evening she was back in love again,
though not so wholly but throughout the night
she woke sometimes to feel the daylight coming
like a relentless milkman UD the stairs.
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1 want to gag
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Bunnies.
^mmm

Bunnies fucking.

A fucking joke
•IMMi

A joke about fucking^

I fuck and what I like and what I want when 1 ̂
•̂•

Jokes on you

This is not me.
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Makes a
woman You re
.rresi You don't own me, I'm not just

one of your many toys
Don't tell me what to do
Don't tell me what to say
Please, when I go out with you
don't put me on display
'cause you don't own me
I'm free and I love to be free to live
my life the way I want to say and
do whatever I please
~Lesley Gore,
"You Don't Own Me"

ANDREA DOWRKIN
September 26, 1946 -April 9, 2005

"Pornography, she wrote, is a celebration of rape and injury to women; it's a kind of union for
rapists, a way of legitimizing rape and formalizing male supremacy in our society"

Andrea Dworkin is such an important figure in the Sex wars that her title as a leading
radical feminist and member of the contemporary women's movement made her "a forceful
spokesperson against pornography, [where] Dworkin called attention to the sexual myths that
perpetuate the role of women as degraded objects of male gratification and exploitation" (Bomarito
405). Dworkin's main focus was on public discourse surrounding the modes, extent, and human
cost of male- dominated sexuality and fanale oppression. Through her writings, she shared
important but hurtful experiences that lead her to wanting women to stand up for themselves and see
that violence against women, no matter what form, should be punishable to the extreme and not
taken lightly by others.

Timeline- mam
Born and raised in Camden, New Jersey
1964-At 18 she participated in an anti war rally in New York City. Ends up in the
Women's House of Detention in Greenwich Village, where she gets molested by the
workers.
Earns Bachelor's degree in English atBennington College. Contributes to- Child (1966)
and Morning Hair (1968).
In 1968 she leaves America for the Netherlands- gets involved with a Dutch man and
experienced first hand brutality of male domination working in the sex industry and as a

battered wife in an abusive marriage.
»—T-W • 1972 returns to New York-works as a-

waitress, receptionist, secretary, salesperson, factory
worker, and prostitute, and is periodically homeless.
Writes first book: Woman Hating (1974)

• 1974-Powerful Speaker at National
Organization for Women's Conference on Sexuality.
1978- First Take Back the Night March- Inspired 3,000 women to march on San
Francisco's Red Light district and close it down for the night.
1980- Dworkin joined forces with Catharine A. Mackinnon, to campaign for anti-
pornography legislation.
1986- Appeared before the Attorney General's Commission on Pornography. Her
research and lobbying resulted inmore books- Pornography: Men Possessing Women
(1981), Pornography and Civil Rights (1988), Right Wing Women (1983),Intercourse
(1987), and essays- Letters from the War Zone (1989) and Life and Death (1997)
1999- Dworkin was the victim of a drug-rape in a Parisian hotel.
2000- Wrote an account of the rape for the New Statesman, which concluded with the
desperate statement: '1 have been tortured and drug-rape runs through it... 1 am ready to
die.' Many disbelieved her... "If the Holocaust can be denied even today, how can a
woman who has been raped be believed."
Withdrew from public life and wrote- Scapegoat: The Jews, Israel and Women's
Liberation (2001) and Heartbreak: The Political Memoir of a Militant Feminist (2002)
Passed Away April 9, 2005 at age 58 after years of fighting a number of chronic illnesses.

By Leticia d. Mayorga



SEX ROLES & PORNOGRAPHY

How do these sexual images help shape our relationships'?

Sex. The More You Know, The Better It Gets.

Pornography has become increasingly main stream, inserting itself into our
daily lives. The way men and women are influenced by pornographic ideals affect
relationships or single lifestyles. With sex being the number 1 topic searched on the
internet, it's no shock to see how the internet accounted for $2.5 billion U.S. dollars of
the adult industry $14 billion in U.S. revenues in 2004 (Statistics 1). Interviews with
women, explore how pornography affects their ideas about how they should behave
during sex, and the impact that it has on their self-esteem and body image. "42 percent of
surveyed adults indicated that their partners use of pornography made them feel insecure,
while 41 percent of surveyed adults admitted they felt less attractive due to their partners
pornography use. "30 percent of surveyed adults said their partner's use of pornography
made them feel more like a sexual object [than human] and 40 percent of adults surveyed
believe that pornography harms relationships between men and women" (Statistics 2-3).
Interviews with men, examine how men's relationships with pornography affect their
relationships with women both physically and emotionally. "51 percent of US adults
surveyed believe that pornography raises men's expectation of how women should look
and changes men's expectations of how women should behave. They also state that the
more pornography men watch, the more likely they are to describe women in sexualized
terms and categorize women in traditional gender roles" (Statistics 3).

Beauty Ideals
Quotes from Feminist Theory Lexicon of the Debates- Based on Women's Bodies-

• men are rational beings and use their mind while bodies are denigrated and
associated with women. "Because women have been linked with the material world
through their bodies, they have become objects, property, and valuable for their
exchangeability among men" (35).

\P

If that still doesn't work, better try Photoshop

Women being identified through their bodies causes men to have control.
"Women's bodies are continually reshaped, covered, and uncovered according to

prevailing ideology through fashion, corsets, diets, exercise programs, foot binding,
cosmetic surgery, or veiling, among other things" (35).
As marital objects...Women's bodies are "meant to be looked at" (Mulvey). "Bodily
intactness, women's virginity, is protected to ensure marriage ability and
determination of paternity and inheritance" (35).
Second Wave Feminist analyzed the exploitation of women's bodies in advertising,
pornography, film, art, and other visual media and protested the violation of
women's bodies through battering, rape, and forced sterilization.
Race and class also determine the use of women's body. The upper and middle class
women's body is seen leisurely, decorative, and protected. The working and colored
women's body are used and seen through labor and exploitation.
Ex of how these issues were used and represented:

o 1848- "Declaration of Sentiments"- U.S. suffragists sought to end
husbands' absolute power over their wives and their right or
"chastisement" of their wives' bodies,

o Campaigns against Trafficking in women condemned the sexual double
standard, which ignored men's promiscuity but permitted the sale and
sexual exploitation of women's bodies in prostitution (Josephine Butler;
Goldman).

Real women have real curves

By Leticia d. Mayorga
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xd nightmares and subconscious fears that this manifests itself in

.y life.

iis particular red flag came in the form, of a white sundress. The kind

sjust not feasible to wear a bra with.

i tr

T . \\ said he would walk m.e back to the college; he was staying near by.

A,d so i put w.u life into the hands of a strai/v-ger. i KNEW feETTeR. than
walk hom.e alone and he felt like an old friend, i trusted him.
mpletely with the naivete' that com.es from, the luxury of spending a
retim,e sheltered from, the ugly thii/vgs the world has to offer.

. ncAC m.orning fl^H* ilocked myself in my room,. I HURT so feADLy I
Id barely walk, i ate nothing, i drank a bottle of wine and wrote in
(journal. I cried, and then I scribbled out everything I had written
i ripped out the pages. A guy nam.ed .seth found m,e and put me on
right bus headed to the airport, i spent two days alone in bed, not
ing, barely sleeping. Sunday m,orning i got up at 4 am. i took a
>wer. i needed to survive. Forget the night, alleyway, pain>the shame.

. f .1,

I f f

AN TO ue to myself. Later, I would retell the story. Talfe about the
ifeing and the accent and his beautiful hair, but in m.y stories I left
at the pub. i walked home alone, t yvM^D-t/ VMW\

o

Victim, Victim, victim.! The crisis centers scream, "victim!" the doctors
say, "victim". There are other voices, "What were you wearing? What
were you doing?" I was wearing NO^KA a^d a SHORT WHITE DRESS; I
was FUR.TIN*. victim? My fault? victim? I «"* strong, I am sm.art, i^am
stupid, I am. backed into a corner. I MADE -me *esrCHOICE I COULD. Pid I

i was betrayed by m,y gender, betrayed by m,y sex.
eve^yTHiN^ I HAVE teen RAisep TO T&eueve IN. B-eing a wom.an is to be
sweet, polite, gentle and trusting. Being a woman is to be weak. What i
would not have given to be a m,an in the sam.e situation, i would have
tatein A HU.N&R.E& PU.NCH&S TO THE FAce over what I experienced in that
alleyway. TO be a m,an means to have a sense of security. A m.an is
confident enough to walk alone at night. He is safe, i am, not safe; i am.
trusting. And now, I am, hurt, violated and alone. I am. so empty, so
lost. I feel nothing but sick to my stom.ach.

I AM NOT A VICTIM, feBCAKSe I WILL NOT ALLOW MYSELF TO fee Weak in that

way. I am, smart and I am. strong. I an*, in charge of my life and m,y
destiny, i am autonomous. I do not want pity. I will not let this event
define rn^. i will not becom.e cynical, i do not trust, but i also do not
believe trusting is a bad thing, i have spent m,y life loving and trusting
those around m.e, and in all, it has served m.e well, i will not let these
circumstances derail m,e. i am. afraid; i am. broken, but not shattered, i
am determined to pick up the pieces.

OUT
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I fUoWfiy§ knew that I was dif-
ferent, I had no clue that you

i were the §flMei

NO MATTER WHAT. KIDS OR NO

KIDS...STAY IN SCHOOL AND EDUCATE

YOURSELF!!!

FUCK

Foteitf...:ro
W EITGAfc

£lfare{ • • « i /

^ C i n d e r e l l a

"Why dK) you ieow "That
piiy.iaijs

HOW I W E N T FROM
RAGS TO RICHES TO REALITY

IN JUST ONE YEAR.
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Teenage Pregnancy..."And these are the Days of Our Lives!"

There comes a time
when a woman needs to
stop thinking about her
looks and focus her
energies on raising her
children. This time
comes at the moment of
conception. A child
needs a role model, not a
supermodel ~Astrid

Most of us be-
come parents
long before we
have stopped

being chil-
dren. ~Mignon

McLaughlin,
The Second
Neurotic's

Notebook, 1966

IF YOU HAVE NEVER
! BEEN HATED BY YOUR
I CHILD YOU HAVE
NEVER BEEN A
PARENT. -BETTE

IBABIES DAVIS

HAVING j

BABIES

the rikt tc

little airl/te.en/y0Vi

f?) ...fnftfoinq A, life- A-lterinq tfipic-e. usi sviyyvrt

leVe<{ tmesfffff - KOT01C~

| TEENS STILL NEED THE SAME AS
|KIDS...PARENT INVOLVEMENT,
| COMMUNICATION,
I COMMITMENT, PATIENCE,
I UNDERSTANDING, LOVE, AND MOST

Are you on the Pill? Have you ever used a
condom? Have you ever used ANY form of
birth control?

If you have, you can thank Margaret Sanger. Before her
advocacy, women had three realistic options:

1) Tell their husbands no more sex (ha, good luck with that)
2) Have a TON of kids (Margaret's mom had 18 pregnancies)
3) Have illegal, dangerous abortions that often resulted in

death or permanent damage.

Margaret Sanger opened an illegal birth control clinic, the
first in America. It was only open for ten days before being shut
down by the authorities; in this time, it served hundreds of women.
She went on to found Planned Parenthood and fund the development
of the birth control pill, which was finally legalized one year before
her death.

5 things you may not know about Margaret
Sanger:

1. She was a r«dh«ad
2. She was arrested at least 8

times for her birth control
advocacy.

3. She fled the country after being
jailed for publishing a
newspaper that violated US
postal obscenity laws (the
paper, The WomaARebel,
prqanoted birth control).

4. She was named on* of Time
magazine's "100 npst
important people'of the

B
twentieth century."
It was she who coined the term 'birth control.

"It is only rebel woman, when she gets out of habits
imposed on her by Bourgeois convention who can

do some deed of terrible virtue."
~ Margaret Sanger



HDW...

feels totally c.. '"'to^

73 Wear a leather belt
around your naked waist dur-
ing doggie-style. He can pull
on it to create more bounce.
74 Let him finish on your
naked breasts.

75 Suck his tip while lightly
running your nails up and
down his shaft.

76Write him a graphic note,
and slip it in his pocket when
he's leaving to turn him on.

77 Have him fold his tongue
like a taco and put it inside
you. Then have him flatten
it out.

78 Rub the tip of his penis
against your lips, like you're
applying lipstick.

79 Keep him inside you post-
sex. Wait a bit, then clench
your PC muscles to get him
hard for round two.

>7Hold
/ater in yi
ig him or
/armth w
Wlrvh

...there is no such thing as a vaginal orgasm? All orgasms occur in the
clitoris. Every. Single. One. Sure, you can reach orgasm through various
sensations and different activities (intercourse, oral sex, clit stimulation,
anal sex, fantasy, nipple play), but they ALL happen in the clit. Saying that
an orgasm occurs in the vagina would be like saying that an orgasm can

occur in the nipples. Impossible.

"Why have I never heard this before?" you ask. Answer: sex is defined as
penetration, which for many has little to do with the female orgasm. Some
people don't even consider it sex if the guy doesn't orgasm. Imagine all the

fuss this knowledge could create!

rea
/arn

esti

So don't worry if you've never had an orgasm during sex. You are not
alone. Only twenty percent of women orgasm through intercourse alone.

That's not very many.

the vagina monologues
or
how I learned to love my vagina
(O)

That is not what I d
I ain't no damsel in disl

And I don't need to t
rescued

I want to be more
than a pretty girl

~Ani Difranco,
"Not a Pretty Girl"

Being in the Vagina Monologues is hands down the best experience I've
had at Chapman. Working and dialoguing with such wonderful women
was life changing and enlightening, and I would highly recommend it.

Additionally, participating in this show actually gave me a relationship
with my vagina (and no, I don't just mean in a masturbatory sense). I
mean, I've been down there. I've seen and felt whaf s inside, and I love it.
It is me, a secret, wonderful part of me. And ft deserves respect. As my
vagina monologues character says: "My vagina is a shell, a tulip, a
destiny."

"Py the time we're twelve or so, society has convinced the vast majority of women that it Is in
our best interest to remain incontestably oblMow to our bodies, outside the realm of tormenting

ourselves into reflecting a certain standard of physical beauty." - Inga Muscio Cvnt

From childhood, many women fed that their vaginas are dirty, smelly,
off-limits, and, once we hit puberty, too hairy, fven if we don't hate our
vaginas, too few women openly profess to love and understand their
vaginas. In fact, some women have never even looked at their vaginas!!!
(Have you???)

Many women care so much about how our vaginas are perceived by our
lovers without stopping to think about our own relationships to our
vaginas. How can I expect my lover to love my vagina if I don't love my
vagina?!?!?!

1 cannot force you to do anything you aren't comfortable with, but my
suggestion for all women is to get down there! (ret to know and
appreciate your unique, beautiful, fabulous vagina.'Trust me, you'll love it.

Benefits to knowing and loving your vagina:
You'll know if something is wrong.
You'll know EXACTLY what wakes you happy
You'll be less inhibited during sex
Once you love and respect your vag, you will never date someone who doesn't
treat it with all the respect it deserves
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.« PIA DE SOLENNI IS A ROMAN CATHOLIC ETI-IICIST
AND MORAL THEOLOGIAN WHO SPFAKS AND
WRITES ON A VARIETY OF CULTURAL AND
MORAL ISSUES IN THE UNITED STATES..

s HER EXPERTISE COVERS ISSUES R ELATING TO
WOMEN'S HEALTH, LIFE ISSUES AND BIOETHICS,
THE NEW FEMINISM AND POPULAR CULTURE.
FIER ART ICLES AND OPINION EDITORIALS APPEAR
FREQUENTLY IN PUBLICATIONS LIKE-

^SSS4! HAS PARTICIPATED IN MANY

HIGH FIVE PIA!!!
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1 OF HER EMINENT QUOTES... -*

"OUR MESSAGE ISNT ABOUT WHAT YOU • m
CANT DO - NO CONTRACEPTIVES, NO ^f
ABORTION, ETC. ITS ABOUT WHAT WE Z*
CAN DO WE NEED TO REPHRASE OUR t>
MESSAGE AND GET IT OUT THERE" *^
- PIA DE SOLENNI-

/
„*'



Sandra Harding
(1935-)

An amazing, successful and respected
individual, scholar, educator,
philosopher, and postmodernist feminist
The author or editor of at least twelve
works!!! Former editor for the prestigious
Women's Studies journal, Signs: Journal
of Women In Culture and Society.
Contributor to standpoint theory- the belief that one's views
are constructed by one's place(s) and social group(s)
She challenges what we, the public, hold as truths.
Respects the diversity among women, views gender as both
a source of oppression and a source of strength, and values
multiple perspectives.
Recognizes that racism, classism and cultural imperialism can
be more restrictive than sexism
Currently a professor at UCLA

"The issue is not the sexism of individuals; it's the androcentric
assumptions of the conceptual schemes of philosophy, of sociology,
of economics. "~ Sandra Harding.

For whom have our existing
sciences and bodies of
knowledge been produced?
What have they been useful for?

Sandra Harding is an
inspirational feminist
and educator because of
the contributions she
has made to so many
fields. She is not
afraid to critique
"truths" and for this I
commend her.

For more information, visit
"Center for Multicultural Education." University of Washington, 2009.
http://education.washington.edu/cme/harding.html

"Sandra Harding." CSW: UCLA Center for the Study of Women, 2009.
http://www.csw.ucla.edU/s harding.html

"Sandra Harding. Feminist Philosopher of Science." UAH: Women's Studies, University of
Alabama at Huntsville. http://www.uah.edu/colleees/liberal/womensstudies/harding.htm

Diary Entry-.
How do I always choose an overwhelming research topic!?!

Dear Diary,

I am in the process of discovering the number of faculty (male and
female) within each college who have tenure. I had no idea that
tenure was such a big deal in higher ed! Of course, the
mathematician in me began questioning and analyzing the statistics- If
females are less-iiKeiy to be full-time faculty, then it maKes sense why
the gender disparity would be greater among tenured faculty. How
many tenure applications have been denied and what's the gender
breakdown there? HOW many currently on the tenure-traCK will not
opt-out and succeed in attaining tenure? £ince there is a pretty even
split between the genders on the tenure-tracK, does that mean
Chapman is making progress? I wish I Knew the total number of
faculty employed by Chapman! Based on my research, I would bet that
the majority of part-time adjunct faculty are females. I also wish tpat
I never found such gender disparity in the first place!

In addition to personally counting the number of full-time male and
female faculty and tenured faculty within each college based on one
very long list on the Chapman website because whoever created it
didn't taKe the time to do so, I successfully scheduled interviews
with a few faculty members. I anticipated that the interviews would
only be about 10-15 minutes...each has been at least 50! I was
reminded by the line in The Vagina Monoioguestbst goes something
liKe, "Once they started talking, you couldn't stop them! Women
secretly loved to talK about their vaginas." I guess female faculty
either with tenure or on the tenure-tracK love to talK about tenure!
One of the professors told me that tenure is something that is never
talked about. Well, I'm thinKing it is something to talK about!
Especially because the gender disparity is most definitely there.
hope I can expose the disparity to as many people as possible at
poster session so more people can learn about it and talK about it!

~A FEMINIST AT HEA71T



Dolores Huerta, April 10,1930 - Present

//*/S

Energetic, charismatic, passionate and dedicated, Dolores Huerta is 79 years
young and still tirelessly advocating for the poor, women, and children.
Renowned for her efforts to bring justice to the oppressed labor force of

migrant farmers, Dolores has been influencing tremendous social change for
over half a century. This teacher turned activist began her life work because,

"I couldn't stand seeing kids come to class hungry and needing shoes. I
thought I could do more by organizing farm workers than by trying to teach
their hungry children"1 Best known for her work with Cesar Chavez, (the two
founded the UFWA, predecessor to the UFW) Dolores' was hugely influential

during the Delano Grape Strike of 1965. Her lobbying has resulted in
significant gains towards rights for farm workers and their families. During
the 1960's Dolores met Gloria Steinem who changed her initial thoughts on
the Women's Movement (a "middle class phenomenon"). Having found a

supportive voice with other feminists, Dolores consciously began to challenge
gender discrimination within the farm workers movement. |VJ'»

••• V^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^Bnî ^̂ ^HH^E^̂ Bĵ ^̂ >. ^^ î ^- -

For more information on Dolores Huerta visit www.doloreshuerta.org

Image taken from http://www.estuarvDress.com/ Photographer: Harvey Richards 7 \s Huerta, Biography." ias Culturas - Latino Cultures. Web. 17 Mar. 2010. |
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